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Are We Medicating What It Means to Be a Child?
The labels are becoming all too familiar to
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As parents, we all strive to make the best
decisions we can for our children. Many
of us believe we can trust doctors without
question. We need to recognize we have
a choice.
Our Kids Are Not Broken
The misguided habit of viewing children
and teens who are struggling with the
unreasonable demands of modern life as
broken in some way leaves us susceptible
to influence. It may sound extreme, but
easy
targets
make
easy
prey.
Unknowingly, we’re encouraged to detach
from normal feelings and view them
through the lens of disease. Yet, to feel is
healthy. To experience emotion is human.
And to struggle is to grow. Part of growing
into a well-adjusted adult is the ability to
navigate a spectrum of emotions
throughout life. We cannot mute the
negative without diminishing the positive.
Normal behavior, such as a reluctance in
young children to concentrate on their
homework or sit still for long periods, is
marketed by pharmaceutical companies
as a potential symptom of ADHD. This
leads parents of healthy children to ask
their doctors about whether their kids
need treatment for their “problems.”

Many people believe this has propelled
the exponential rise in ADHD (mis)
diagnosis.
The Answer Is Not Always Medicine
Our western culture has pathologized the
very essence of the human condition. If
you have a symptom, America has the pill.
Sometimes a diagnosis is easier than
addressing change.
If we can acknowledge that the answers
to our struggles are not always medicinal,
we open our minds and give ourselves the
freedom to invite true healing into our
lives. Embracing a community of support,
reaching out to loved ones, nourishing
our minds and bodies with real food, and
feeling the sun on our skin while keeping
our bodies in motion can offer a
restorative, side-effect-free path toward
wellness—far more powerful, in many
cases, than medication. I became a
therapist because I’m an optimist who
believes in the innate wisdom of the
human spirit. I believe people can change
for the better. And as a parent of three
young children, I want the healthcare
system to be better.
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